MANCA 2016 LEG 4 - LAGOS TO CADIZ
After sailing west along the Algarve as far as possible, just before the beginning of the “unknown
world” and Cabo de Sao Vincente, we doubled back and sailed east from Lagos to Cadiz. I think it was
the raging seas around the corner that was the big decider. In addition we had a date with Morocco
later on.
This slow, casual sail included: revisiting Portimao and the town across the bay Ferragudo, the
beautiful ancient Albufeira, the over priced Villamoura, the beautiful lagoon on Cabo de Sta Maria,
up the River Guadiana River to Villa Real de Santo Antonio and its neighbor across the River
Ayamnonte, a land cruise to Tavira (Leg 5 Blog coming soon), Mazagon, Chipiona and finally to Rota
on the Bay of Cadiz. I agonized over bumping over sand bars to El Rompido. I studied the charts,
asked around, studied the tide charts but still could not fathom Manca with her 2.3m keel, making it
over the sand bars.
The delightful sail from Lagos to Cadiz took about two weeks. One treat we anticipated with great
excitement included the Tall Ships arriving in Cadiz on July 28. There will be a small special blog for
this.
PORTIMAO
It was great to sail into the lovely harbor. We anchored for lunch, had swims and later went into the
South Harbor of the Marina as the forecast for the night was for strong winds.
From the Portimao Marina you can take a
ferry across the river to Feragudo. Here
there are lots of fishing boats cleaning their
catch. Gulls galore and lots of water
activity.

FERAGUDO
The little town of Ferragudo has preserved
its old donkey-wide streets. Many of the
houses have been lovingly restored in
traditional styles.

Tiles still adorn many of the facades in
Ferragudo.

Tiled paintings adorn the streets. The
fishing boats are the life of the village.

Many of the chimneys are beautifully designed.

I love seeing something built to last and well designed.
How many winter storms has this one survived?

This old house is not doing too well but the
tiled decoration does not fade.

Detail of tiled wall decoration

Ferragudo family sorts the day’s catch; a
busy co-operative effort.

ALBUFEIRA
It is a short sail to Albufeira from Portimao, ending with some hair-raising surfing at the busy, narrow
entrance. While the marina has very secure and well managed moorage the surrounding
development belied the beautiful old city up and over the hill. We left the next morning for
Vilamoura and then returned to Albufeira by bus.

Albufeira

The seascapes at Albufeira are stunning. From the cliffs above you
command beautiful sweeping views of the coastline. Here a stack, has
escaped the daily pounding of the surf by retreating up the beach. Now
just the wind and sand will be the eroding agents.

Albufeira beach is very popular with
Portuguese tourists. Southerly and
westerly winds bring some big waves
making swimming dangerous. Northerly
winds in summer are common making the
beaches very safe.

A wonderful place to cool your heels and…

….and tickle your toes with the sand and surf.

Lovely lacey wave patterns on the red sandy sea shore.

From a café above the sea you can enjoy
wonderful seafood. We stopped in for a
beer but a Moroccan couple insisted on
sharing their meal even offering to share
their bottle of white wine. Their meal was
delicious!

Seafood with rice! Yum! This is a traditional
Portuguese regional dish.

A stroll through the village brings great surprises.

Tables are waiting in a nice cool alley.

Street view of the ancient town and
cathedral.

In contrast to the well restored village.

Bright umbrellas and a golden beach.

VILAMOURA
The marina has lovely staff is well managed but too expensive to stay very long. We had a beautiful
scrumptious meal of lamb the sailed on to Faro.
CABO SE SANT DE MARIA LAGOON
If you get the weather and the tides correct you can enter the lagoon behind Cabo de Santo Maria
safely. The two rivers feeding the lagoon lead up to Faro and Olhao. They are both shallow and not
accessible to Manca. However we spenttwo nights on the lovely lagoon and had some fun watching
some of the ships negotiating the entrance.
Waves seen breaking over the breakwater
behind the sloop.

Fish boat does a deep roll as she crosses
the entrance.

Fish boat turns to Olhao.

The Aurora Boreal Portugal fish boat inside
the lagoon on way to Olhao.

We anchored for two nights off the Rescue
Station and the Cabo de Santa Maria light.

I had just finished reading about a British designer who has done
wonderful things when his special “baby” pulled into the lagoon!
The 2016 Jeaneau 64 skipper is watching her depth as she feels
her way into the lagoon.

The lagoon stretches across to a sand bar and
nature reserve beyond.

TAVIRA
Depths are too shallow so we visited by bus: see Blog 5 Coming soon.
VILLA REAL DE SAN ANTONIO AND AYAMONTE
While both of these border towns have much to offer San Antonio semed to have the better marina
and Ayamonte the most photogenic for a stroll. They straddle the Guadiana River which forms the
border between Spain and Portugal.

SAN ANTONIO
We had never had such a mouthful to call on Channel 9 VHF: “Puerto Villa Real do San Antonio”.
However we did get much needed assistance at the Arrivals Dock. A river runs through it… at a great
speed making docking very interesting. Arriving on the last of the flood is a good plan as the outer
sandbars are shallow. This means the river is still racing when you arrive.

The long arrival dock at the marina with
the very long name: Villa Real de Santo
Antonio.

These helpful fish were eating the fast
growing weeds on the bottom of Manca as
she sat in The Rio Guadiana a vegetable
rich environment.

Sailing school on the Guadiana River.

A dawn raid by a Pirate Boat is caught
attacking Manca from the rear. Sun rise as
the moon sets.

Manca secure at the Arrivals Pontoon on
the Guadiana River San Antonio.

AYAMONTE
There is a ferry shuttle across the river to ancient Ayamonte. It is a beautiful village to stroll around
with a camera. My Nikon got quite excited.
Wide-beamed river ferry at Ayamonte.

Fish boats at Ayamonte have a safe harbor
but must deal with the shallow entrance to
the river.

Scenic view of castles along the Guadiana
River.

Beautifully tiled plaza seats of Ayamnonte.

Decorative tuna fishing scene in
Ayamnonte.

Even the under-side of balconies are
beautiful with detailed decorations.

Café billboard! You can guess the specialty:
prosciutto.

A tiled hunting scene in Ayamonte.

Many periods of architecture survive in Ayamnote.

An Ayamonte Bodega with hams including
one on the right.

Lovely tiled plaza.

The Guadiana River at low tide with a
wreck in foreground.

Terry waits on tiled bench Ayamonte.

Village scene of Ayamonte. The cathedral
still stands. Not sure about the young lady!

Life around the village well depicted in the
detailed painted tiles.

An Ayamonte Sailing Club banner with
ancient roots, recalls the ancient Roman
name of the village.

As we leave San Antonio in the early
morning, the fishers are busy at their craft
on the mouth of the Guadiana River.
Sometimes it is tricky navigating around
them. This boat drags a net from the bow
and then motors backwards: a common
practice in this bay.

Smiling Manca crew hoisting the Spanish
flag as we leave Portugal.

MAZAGON
After negotiating the sand bars of the entrance to The Guadiana River, Mazagon is a snap. The
entrance is well marked and the bouys are in the right place. Big ships still make it easily up the river
to Huelva. (There are photos in Manca 2016 Leg 1.)

CHIPIONA
Chipiona is about 25 miles East of Mazagon once you clear the last mark. We had a lovely sail but
arriving at low tide we had to be very careful as the entrance is still being dredged. We managed to
find a minimum of 3.5 metres but still a bit of a finger-biter.

Manca’s co-navigator points to the reefs
on the approach to Chipiona. A Free Beer
to the first one to identify this beautiful
bird.

The long, fat and wide Marta is busy
scooping up the mud and sand from the
Chiopino Marina.

We enjoyed a beautiful sundown dinner of fine
fresh fish at the café centered under the
Chiopino Light.

The ancient Moorish Castle is located right
on the beach. At high tide the waves are
lapping at the wall.

The door way to the cathedral at Chipino.

Stunning blue tiled spire.

Cathedral detail with bougainvilleas in bloom.

The Spanish love the Chiopino beaches. The view is looking
north to the Marina at the end of the beach.

ROTA
We sailed to Rota the last hop of about 17 miles the next day making sure to give the reef that has
claimed many keels a wide berth.
We got a lovely welcome at Rota from the staff and great help with docking from the gasman.
A treat awaits at Cadiz! The Tall Ships are arriving tomorrow. About 40 of them!
The photos will be in “Leg 4 A Tall Ships”.
Cheers for now… good sailing and thanks for reading this far… if indeed you did?
Finally finsihed at Ceuta August 28, 2016

Terry and SY Manca

